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Abstract
The federation of independent data spaces/marketplaces further calls for a highly secure,
trusted and cost-efficient payment solution. This document provide the specifications
generated in the context of the i3-MARKET project for the crypto tokens and data
monetisation part alike introduce the reference implementation of the i3-MARKET backplane
corresponding components in-charge of deploying/supporting those operations.
At first a Standard Payment solution has been designed providing a protocol to exchange data
with a non-repudiable and auditable accounting of data transfers. This ensures a transparent
billing and support for conflict resolution.
This protocol is based on a cryptographic proofs exchange between data consumer and data
provider and a final recording of this proof on the blockchain as “notarization” on the data
exchange.
Then a Tokenization solution has been designed providing a crypto token based on Ethereum
standard ERC-1155 and the concept of “Distributed Treasury” which means that each Data
Marketplace joining the federation could exchange token for fiat money with a fixed value.
The tokens minted by each Marketplace are “tagged” differently so that there is always a link
between the tokens and the issuer which must provide the associated amount of fiat money
during a “clearing” phase between the Data Marketplaces.
This allows instant currency exchange among all the stakeholders participating the federation,
and also support full audibility of all transactions. This document also include updates on main
technical contributions of i3-market project for crypto tokens and data monetisation and
explains about the need/motivation for using a blockchain-based tokens approach.
Future works will see the design of a cost-efficient payment solution, especially for micro
payment, based on payment channels and the study of innovative business models and
ecosystem economics tied to i3-MARKET crypto token.
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1 About This Document
The present document aim to describe the specification about i3-MARKET Data Monetization
system.

1.1 Deliverable context
Project item

Objectives

Exploitable
results
Work plan
Milestones
Deliverables

Relationship

TO. 5 Design and develop a new crypto token for incentivizing
data owners/providers and data platform operators to share or
trade their data assets and join the I3-Market data market.
ER1 Marketplace Backplane
ER3 Knowledge assets
WP3, Task 3.3
MS2
This deliverable will serve as input for the following internal
deliverables :
I3.41 : Secure data access API specification and reference
implementation for secure data access SDK
I4.11 : Decentralised Storage specification and reference
implementation
I4.31 : Backplane API implementation and documentation
I4.51 : Backplane Operation specification, implementation and
documentation
I4.71 : i3-MARKET SDK and Marketplace Reference
Implementation

Risks

1.2 Version-specific notes
This version contains a complete collection of requirements for the Data
Monetization system
Next versions will consolidate requirements for more efficient implementation
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2 System Specification
2.1 Objectives
The following are the high-level capabilities provided by the Data Monetization Subsystem
1. Standard payments: in advance or a posteriori payment for a specific dataset or piece
of data
2. Tokenization: creation of a crypto token solution for instant currency exchange among
the participating data spaces/marketplaces
3. Micro payments: payments of small quantities for a given item, or piece of data
Standard payment functionality has been delivered at R1 (Dec 2020) while Tokenization will
be delivered at R2 (Dec 2021) and Micro payment will be delivered at R3 (Sep 2022)

2.2 Context
From picture below, Task 3.3 encompasses the Data Monetization Subsystem block which
interacts with following two building blocks:
-

Data storage system, the Data Monetization Subsystem will use the Data Storage
system for recording crypto token transactions

-

Backplane system, the Data Monetization Subsystem will be used from the backplane
system for accounting and executing payment operations for data purchases and
tokenization operations.

-

Data Access system, the Data Monetization Subsystem will be used from the Data
Access system for accounting and/or executing payments for data exchanges

Version 1.1 I 2021-09-30 I i3-MARKET © 10
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Figure 1: Backplane architecture

2.3 Building block big picture V1
For task 3.3 see below the specific component diagram

Figure 2: Data Monetization components
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The Data Monetization subsystem is in charge of providing “Standard Payments”, “Micro
Payments” and “Tokenization” capabilities.
Inside, we can find:
- component “Standard Payments” responsible of manage the payments, in advance
or a posteriori, for a specific dataset or piece of data;
- component “Tokenization” responsible of the creation of a crypto token for instant
currency exchange and other tokenization operations among the participating data
spaces / marketplaces;
- component “Micro Payments” responsible of efficiently handling micropayments
between the stakeholders for a given item or piece of data and minimising the
transactions to the ledger;
Standard payment component has been delivered at R1 (Dec 2020) while Tokenization will be
delivered at R2 (Dec 2021) and Micro payment will be delivered at R3 (Sep 2022)
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3 Technical Requirements
For the components of the Data Monetization Subsystem the following requirements have
been defined in the form of epics and user stories:

3.1 Standard payments
3.1.1 Epics
Name
Standard
payments

Description

Labels

Standard payments refer to payments for a specific dataset or
piece of data. Initially it should support: - payment in advance Epic
- a posteriori payment In both cases it should also support: - V1
pay per dataset or specific piece of data - subscription (flat rate
within a specific set of conditions)
Data Consumer

Data Provider
Data Marketplace

3.1.2 User stories
Name
In advance
payment

Description

Labels

As a Data Provider I want to be paid in advance for providing
User story
my data so that I can monetize them immediately

Data Provider
Data Consumer
Data Marketplace
V1
As a Data Provider I want to be paid a posteriori for providing

A posteriori my data so that I can have more consumers to subscribe my User story
payment
offering
Data Marketplace
Data Consumer
Data Provider
V1
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Name

Description

Labels

As a Data Provider I want to provide my data with a non-

Non
repudiation protocol so that I can bill Data Consumers based User story
repudiation on reliable data exchanges
Data Consumer
protocol
As a Data Consumer I want to consume data with a non- Data Provider
repudiation protocol so that I can contest wrong billings

V1

3.2 Tokenization
3.2.1 Epics
Name
Currency
Tokenization

Description

Labels

The federation of independent data spaces/marketplaces
further calls for a highly secure, trusted and cost-efficient Epic
payment solution. Therefore, a suitable crypto currency Data Marketplace
solution that allows instant currency exchange among the
participating data spaces/marketplaces, and also support Data Consumer
full audibility of all transactions has to be provided.

Data Provider
Data Owner
V1

3.2.2 User stories
Name
Provide
crypto tokens
(Exchange in)

Description

Labels

As a Data Marketplace I want to provide crypto tokens to
Data Consumer so that I will enable P2P payments for data User story
exchange
Data Marketplace
As a Data Consumer I want to purchase crypto tokens from Data Consumer
a Data Marketplace so that I can subscribe offering from
V1
other Marketplaces in i3-MARKET Network

As a Data Provider I want to receive payment with crypto

Payment with tokens so that I can receive instant payments
crypto tokens

User story
Data Marketplace
Data Consumer
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Name

Description

Labels
Data Provider
Data Owner
V1

As a Data Provider/Data Owner I want to receive fiat

Withdraw
currency from a Data Marketplace so that I can monetize User story
crypto tokens the crypto tokens received for providing my data
Data Marketplace
(Exchange
As a Data Consumer I want to receive fiat currency from a Data Consumer
out)
Data Marketplace so that I can monetize my crypto tokens
Data Provider
if I leave the i3-MARKET Network

Data Owner
V1

Clearing

As a Data Marketplace I want to receive fiat currency for
the tokens emitted by other Data Marketplaces so that I can User story
monetize these tokens if I leave the i3-MARKET Network Data Marketplace
or with a specific scheduling.

V1

3.3 Micro Payment
3.3.1 Epics
Name
Micro
payments

Description

Labels

Micropayments refer to payments of small quantities for a
given item, piece of data, etc. They face the problem of the Epic
minimum transaction size needed to make the transaction V1
profitable for the processing company being too large.
Micropayments have been touted as a way to better facilitate
the immediate online distribution of royalties, gratuities, payper-click
advertising,
small
freelance
jobs,
and
cryptocurrency transactions, among others.
i3-MARKET must implement a way to efficiently handling
micropayments between the stakeholders by, among other
things, minimising the transactions to the ledger.
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3.3.2 User stories
Name
Cost-efficient
payment

Description

Labels
User story

As a Data Marketplace I want to pay few moneys for
transaction so that my business model is sustainable

Data Marketplace
Data Consumer
Data Provider
V1
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4 Sequence Diagrams
The following diagrams describe the processes involving the components of data
Monetization subsystem.
These requirements have been collected using Trello Boards system taking into account
functional use cases reported in deliverable “D2.2 Use case definition V1” and general
requirement reported in deliverable “D2.3 Requirement specification V1”.

4.1 Standard Payment
A non-repudiable protocol is used for accounting data transfers. Based on the accounted data
exchanges and Smart Contract information about Data Consumer (Company Name, VAT,
billing address, ...) and pricing the data Provider will invoice the Data Consumer. The Payment
will be done using standard bank payment methods.

4.1.1 Accounting
The non-repudiation protocol aims at preventing parties in a data exchange from falsely
denying having taken part in that exchange. To ensure the traceability of data exchanges and
manage conflicts, the Proof of Origin of the Data Provider and the Proof of Receipt of the Data
Consumer are stored in the immutable ledger.

Figure 3: Starting exchange and create Proof of Origin
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In the first step of the protocol, a block of data is requested from the data consumer to the
data provider. The Data Provider encrypts the requested block, creates the Proof of Origin and
returns this proof to the Consumer with the encrypted block.

Figure 4: validate Proof of Origin and create Proof of Receipt
In the second step, the data consumer validates the proof of origin received from the data
provider, stores the proof in its local memory and creates the proof of receipt. Finally send the
proof to the data provider

Figure 5: validate Proof of Receipt and create the account object
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In the third step, the data provider validates the proof of receipt and stores it in local storage.
It then creates an object with the PoO and PoR previously created and saved in memory with
the key used to encrypt the block. It then sends the proof to Auditable Accounting which stores
it in the blockchain and creates the Proof of Publication, which is then sent back to the Data
Consumer.

Figure 6: Verify the Proof of Publication, the key received and decrypt the cipherblock
In the fourth phase, the Data Consumer can obtain the Proof of Publication and the
cryptographic key directly from the Data Provider or from the blockchain if this is not received
within a maximum time. Then check that the key is received, that the PoP is valid and that the
key hash is the same as the key_commitment parameter included within the PoO. At this point,
it decrypts and validates the previously received cipher block.
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4.1.2 Invoice management
In this process the Data Provider retrieves from the Backplane the information (based on the
accounted data exchanges and the smart contract agreement) to produce the invoices for the
Data Consumers.
Data Consumers could check the invoices verifying the accounted information and pay the
invoices with standard payment methods.

Figure 7: Invoicing process
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4.2 Tokenization
An i3-MARKET crypto token will be created customising Ethereum ERC-1155 standard. The
token smart contract contains and maintains the different balances for each Data Marketplace
and User in the i3-MARKET network.
When a Data Consumer obtains token from a data marketplace paying fiat money (Exchange
IN) both the total balance of Data Consumer Wallet and the specific Data Marketplace balance
will be increased.
Then when a Data Consumer will pay for data a Data Provider (Payment) the amount of token
will be transferred from the total balance of DC wallet to the total of DP wallet.
The DP will be able to ask fiat money for his token balance from any of the network DM
(Exchange OUT) and also in this case the amount of token will be transferred from the total
balance of DP wallet to the total balance of DM wallet, the DP can pay with tokens belonging
to the DM with which it is doing the operation or with tokens belonging to other DM.
Finally, a DM will be able to ask for the clearing of tokens distributed by the other DMs
(Clearing). For each specific DM balance of the requesting DM wallet a clearing request will be
created and all the DM involved will be notified and should pay fiat money to the requesting
DM and confirm clearing execution. On clearing confirmation the tokens will be transferred
from requesting DM wallet to clearing DM wallet (requesting DM already approved the
transfer during the clearing request)

Figure 8: Tokenization model
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4.2.1 Exchange IN

Figure 9: Exchange IN process
In the Exchange IN phase, the user requests a specific amount of tokens from a Data
Marketplace, which, upon receiving the payment in fiat money from the user, returns the
tokens in the amount requested.
As shown in the flow above, when the fiat money payment is received by the Data Marketplace,
it authenticates with the Backplane so that it can call the “exchange_in” method of the Treasury
smart contract. The smart contract mints the tokens directly into the address of the user who
requested the tokens.
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4.2.2 Payment

Figure 10: Payment process
In the Payment phase, first the user login as Data Consumer and then can start a data
exchange. Aa a first step, the Data Consumer makes a first transaction in the blockchain in
which he inserts tokens on deposit, therefore commits himself to Data Provider by offering a
guarantee (monetary security). When the data exchange in concluded, the right amount of
tokens are taken from the Data Consumer deposit and moved to the Data provider balance.
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4.2.3 Exchange OUT

Figure 11: Exchange OUT process
In the Exchange OUT phase, the Data Provider after the login with the Data Marketplace can
start the withdraw of the i3-MARKET tokens in his balance sheet. At first, he confirms the cashout operation via his Wallet application that calls the “exchange_out” method in the Treasury
smart contract. If the operation is successful, the smart contract saves the information
regarding the token transaction. At this point the Data Marketplace proceeds with the payment
in fiat money to the user IBAN, and publishes the transaction identifier (TRN) in the blockchain
to securely store the transaction in case of future conflicts.
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4.2.4 Clearing request

Figure 12: Clearing request process
During the Clearing phase, the Data Marketplace that wants to leave the i3-MARKET network
should return the tokens in its balance to the corresponding Data Marketplaces owners. The
clearing method should be called for every token type present in the Data Marketplace balance
aside from the token type the Data Marketplace has created.
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4.2.5 Clearing execution

Figure 13: Clearing execution process
In the Clearing Execution phase, the Data Marketplaces that receive a clearing request from a
Data Marketplace must pay the corresponding value in fiat money of the tokens received.
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4.3 Micro payment
4.3.1 Open Payment Channel

Figure 14: Open payment channel process
When a user wants to execute some payments as Data Consumer, he can open a payment
channel. In a payment channel, only two transactions are added to the blockchain, the opening
of the channel and the closing one, between these two parties multiple off-chain transactions
can take place.
After the Data Consumer authenticates, he makes a first transaction in the blockchain in which
he inserts tokens on deposit, therefore commits himself to Data Provider by offering a
guarantee (security). The creation of this deposit is necessary to avoid introducing third parties
into the system that may create situations of friction, maintenance or transaction costs.
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4.3.2 Payment

Figure 15: Payment process
Once the open channel conditions are accepted, the system moves out of the blockchain (offchain) and data exchanges with payment transactions are carried out through an exchange of
signed messages.
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4.3.3 Close Payment Channel

Figure 16: Close payment channel process
At the end of the data transfer process, when a Data Consumer decides to close the payment
channel, after the authentication he enters the final summary of the transactions in the
blockchain. These transactions are faster, do not need GAS and are not visible in the
blockchain.
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5 Solution Design
This section presents the solutions and architectural design choices adopted to implement the
technical requirements and build the processes presented in the diagrams from chapter 4.

5.1 Standard Payment
The non-repudiation protocol aims at preventing parties in a data exchange from falsely
denying having taken part in that exchange. The protocol flow begins when a Data
Consumer request a block of data from the Data Provider.
At first, the Data Provider has to generate a one-time symmetric secret key (JWK) for a given
JWA algorithm identifier, this secret is going to be used to encrypt the data block required
by the Data Consumer. After the data encryption the Data Provider builds a Proof of Origin
JWT object, containing information about the parties (source, destination), the timestamp,
the hash algorithm used, the hash of the block, the secret key and the encrypted cipher
block. This object is then signed with the private key of the Data Provider and returned to
the Data Consumer.
// Proof of Origin interface
export interface poO {
iss: string
sub: string
iat: number
exchange: {
id: number
orig: string
dest: string
block_id: number
block_desc: string
hash_alg: string
cipherblock_dgst: string
block_commitment: string
key_commitment: string
}
}

The Data Consumer, at this point, can validate the proof received using the Data Provider
public key. If the validation is successful he can store the proof in his local memory. After
having completed these steps, he generates another proof, the Proof or Receipt. This proof is
generated as another JWT object containing: information about the parties (iss, sub), the
timestamp, the hash of the received proof of origin and the hash algorithm used. The Proof
of Receipt is then signed with the Data Consumer private key and sent back to the Data
Provider.
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// Proof of Receipt interface
export interface poR {
iss: string
sub: string
iat: number
exchange: {
poo_dgst: string
hash_alg: string
exchangeId: number
}
}

Once received the Proof of Receipt, the Data Provider can validate it using the Data
Consumer public key and create another JSON object, containing both the Proof of Origin
and the Proof of Receipt, and send it to the Auditable Accounting which stores it in the
blockchain, the immutable ledger. The one-time JWK that was used to encrypt the block is
also added to the json object and published in the blockchain. Proofs stored can only be
viewed by the Data Consumer and the Data Provider.
// interface of the object containing the proofs (PoO,PoR) and the JWK
export interface account {
privateStorage: {
availability: string
permissions: {
view: string[]
}
type: string
id: number
content: {
[block_id: number]: {
poO: string
poR: string
}
}
}
blockchain: {
availability: string
type: string
content: {
[kid: string]: types.JWK
}
}
}

The Auditable Accounting component now creates the Proof of Publication signed with its
private key, which is returned to the Data Provider and then to the Data Consumer together
with the JWK.
If the Data Consumer doesn’t receive the proof and the key in a predefined/agreed max
timeout, he can retrieve them directly from the blockchain. Once having received the Proof of
Publication and the secret key, the Data Consumer can validate the Proof of Publication with
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the Auditable Accounting Public Key and verify that the hash of the key received is equal to
the hash of the key previously received in the Proof of Origin.
As the last step, if the verification is successful, he can decrypt the block with the secret key
and validate it with the hashed block included in the Proof of Origin. If some validation or
verification problems arise, the flow will enter a conflict resolution phase.

5.2 Tokenization
The solution and implementation details used to create a cryptographic token for instant
currency exchange and other tokenization operations between participating Data
Marketplaces are described below.

5.2.1 i3-MARKET Treasury Smart Contract
To manage the operational flows between the various data spaces/marketplaces involved in
currency exchange within the i3-MARKET platform, a specific i3-MARKET Treasury Smart
Contract has been created. This smart contract contains and maintains for each wallet the
token balance of the Data Marketplaces. More specifically, it is responsible for managing the
secure transfer of tokens between the parties and for tracking immutably payments made in
both tokens and fiat money.
The most important features involving the tokenization operations are presented below, these
have been implemented within the treasury contract which extends the ERC-1155 standard.

5.2.2 Register a Data Marketplace
To register a new data marketplace and its token type, a mapping to bond the Data
Marketplace addresses and the index identifier of the new token type is required.
The function that inserts a new marketplace in the smart contract, increments an index variable
and is added in the mapping the marketplace address as key and a uint value as the identifier
of the new token type.
contract I3MarketTreasury is ERC1155 {
uint public index = 0;
mapping(address => uint) public marketplaces;
constructor() public ERC1155("https://i3market.com/marketplace/{id}.json"){
}
function addMarketplace(address marketplaceAddress) public {
index += 1;
marketplaces[marketplaceAddress] = index;
}
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function getMarketplaceIndex(address marketplaceAddress) public view
returns (uint) {
return marketplaces[marketplaceAddress];
}
}

5.2.3 Exchange In
The exchange method must be called by a Data Marketplace, which issues and transfers the
right amount of token (of its token type) to the user who pays in fiat money.
ERC1155 function:
_mint(address account, uint256 id, uint256 amount, bytes data)

5.2.4 Payment
The payment method should transfer the right amount of tokens, taken “arbitrarily” from the
token types available in the Data Consumer balance, to the Data Provider.
The ERC1155 function used for the payment:
safeBatchTransferFrom(address from, address to, uint256[] ids, uint256[]
amounts, bytes data)

Example: starting from the first token type in the balance loop until the amount is covered.
// pseudo code
tokenId = []s
tokenAmount = []
for (typeToken in tokenBalance) {
if(typeToken.amount < amountToTransfer)
tokenId.push(typeToken.id)
tokenAmount.push(typeToken.amount)
amountToTransfer = amountToTransfer - typeToken.amount
else if(typeToken.amount >= amountToTransfer)
tokenId.push (typeToken.id)
tokenAmount.push(amountToTransfer)
amountToTransfer = 0
safeBatchTransferFrom(dataConsumer,dataProvider,tokenId,tokenAmount,’0x0’)
return;
}

5.2.5 Exchange Out
The exchange out method should transfer the right amount of token, taken “arbitrarily” (first
the tokens belonging to the Data Marketplace in the exchange out and once finished the
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others) from the token types available in the balance, from the data Provider to the data
Marketplace.
The ERC1155 function used for the Exchange out operation:
safeBatchTransferFrom(address from, address to, uint256[] ids, uint256[]
amounts, bytes data)

5.2.6 Clearing
The clearing method should be called for every token type present in the Data Marketplace
balance, aside from the token type the Data Marketplace has created.
The ERC1155 function used for the Clearing operation:
safeTransferFrom(address from, address to, uint256 id, uint256 amount, bytes
data)
// pseudo code
tokenId = []
tokenAmount = []
for (typeToken in tokenBalance) {
safeTransferFrom(marketplaceAddresss,
typeToken.marketplaceOwner,typeToken, typeToken.tokenAmount, ’0x0’)
return;
}

5.2.7 Tracking of token transfers: (Exchange Out, Clearing)
The token payment process involves storing in the blockchain the history of the transactions
made once the token transfer is completed.
We want to save the transfer operation in a mapping of structs, where the key identifier is a
unique value generated in the smart contract.
// object that stores the token transfer information
struct TokenTransfer {
uint transferId;
address fromAddress;
address toAddress;
uint tokenAmount;
bool isPaid; //True if the fiat money payment has been completed
//False if only the token transfer is completed
string transferCode;
}
//mapping to track all the token transfer transactions
mapping(uint => TokenTransfer) public transactions;
// Clearing example
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function clearing(address _to, uint _tokensAmount) public payable{
// Transfer the tokens
super.safeTransferFrom(msg.sender,_to,marketplaces_to],_tokensAmount,"0x0")
;
// Create a unique identifier for the token transfer using the
block.timestamp
bytes32 transferId=
keccak256(abi.encodePacked(block.timestamp,_to,msg.sender));
// create new transaction when some token are transferred
transactions[transferId]=
TokenTransfer(transferId,msg.sender,_to,_tokensAmount,
false);

}

// emit an event with the transfer identifier
emit TokenTransferred(transferId);
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6 Interfaces Description
The interfaces of the library of the No-Repudiation Protocol for Standard Payment, of the
treasury smart contract for Tokenization and of the Micro Payment service are presented
below.

6.1 Standard Payment
Prepare block to be send to the Backplain API:
-

Const createBlockchainProof(publicKey: KeyLike, poO: string, poR: string,
jwk: JWK): Promise<account>

Create random (high entropy)\none time symmetric JWK secret:
-

Const createJwk(): Promise<JWK>

Create Proof of Origin and sign with Provider private key:
-

Const createPoO(privateKey: KeyLike, block: string | ArrayBufferLike,
providerId: string, consumerId: string, exchangeId: number, blockId: number,
jwk: JWK): Promise<{ cipherblock: string ; poO: string }>

Create Proof of Receipt and sign with Consumer private key:
-

ConstcreatePoR(privateKey: KeyLike, poO: string, providerId:
consumerId: string, exchangeId: number): Promise<string>

string,

Decode Proof of Origin with Provider public key
-

ConstdecodePoo(publicKey: KeyLike, poO: string): Promise<poO>

Decode Proof of Reception with Consumer public key:
-

ConstdecodePor(publicKey: KeyLike, poR: string): Promise<poR>

Decrypt the cipherblock received:
- Const decryptCipherblock(chiperblock: string, jwk: JWK): Promise<string>
Calculate the sha of input:
- Const sha(input: string | Uint8Array, algorithm?: string): Promise<string>
Sign a proof with private key
-

Const signProof(privateKey: KeyLike, proof: any): Promise<string>

Validate the cipherblock
-

Const validateCipherblock(publicKey: KeyLike, chiperblock: string, jwk: JWK,
poO: poO): Promise<boolean>

Validate Proof or Origin using the Consumer Public Key
-

Const validatePoO(publicKey: KeyLike, poO: string, cipherblock: string):
Promise<boolean>
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Validate Proof of Publication using the Backplain Public Key
-

Const validatePoP(publicKeyBackplain: KeyLike, publicKeyProvider: KeyLike,
poP: string, jwk: JWK, poO: string): Promise<boolean>

Validate Proof or Request using the Provider Public Key
-

Const
validatePoR(publicKey:
Promise<boolean>

KeyLike,

poR:

string,

poO:

string):

6.2 Tokenization
Add a new Data Marketplace to the network:
-

function addMarketplace(address _marketplaceAddress)

Get Marketplace token identifier:
- function getMarketplaceIndex(address _marketplaceAddress)
Mint token to the Data Consumer that pays in fiat money
- function exchangeIn(address _userAddress, uint _tokensAmount)
Clearing the token of a Data Marketplace that exit the network
- function clearing(address _marketplaceAddress, uint _tokensAmount)
Transfer tokens to a Data Provider form a Data Consumer who pays in fiat money for some piece of
data:
- function payment(address _dataProvider, uint256[] memory _ids, uint256[]
memory _amounts)
Clear of a user tokens to a Data Marketplace of the network:
- function exchangeOut(address _marketplaceAddress, uint256[] memory _ids,
uint256[] memory _amounts)
Get transaction data with a transcation identifier:
- function getTransaction(bytes32 _transferId) public view returns
(TokenTransfer memory tokenTransfer)
Get the balance of an address:
function balanceOfAddress(address _owner) external view returns (uint256[]
memory)
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6.3 Micro Payment

Figure 17: Micro Payment API
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7 Selected Technologies
The technologies for Tokenization and Micropayment will be chosen for the second version of
the requirements in order to develop this features in the R2 release of i3Market backplane.

7.1 ERC-1155 Multi Token Standard
The ERC-1155 standard was used to implement the i3-MARKET treasury contract, which
outlines a smart contract interface that can represent any number of fungible and non-fungible
token types. More specifically, the ERC-1155 Multi Token standard allows each token ID to
represent a new configurable token type, which can have its own metadata, supply and other
attributes.
Adapted to our solution, this token standard has been used to collect the token for the
different marketplaces adherents the platform, where a new fungible token has to be created
for every new marketplace that joins the consortium. This solution allows us to track at any
time which token type and therefore which marketplace the tokens in the balance sheet for
any participant in the network belong to.
This is particularly important because, for example, during a clearing operation a marketplace
should know to which different marketplaces its tokens in the balance sheet belong, therefore
it can send each one the right amount of token to be converted and returned in fiat money.
It is also important to underline the advantages that the 1155 standard brings, because in
Tokens standards like ERC-20 and ERC-721 a new separate contract has to be deployed for
each token type or collection. This places a lot of redundant bytecode on the Ethereum
blockchain and limits certain functionality by the nature of separating each token contract into
its own permissioned address. With this new design is possible to transfer multiple token types
at once, saving on transaction costs and removes the need to “approve” individual token
contracts separately.
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8 Conclusions & Future Work
8.1 Motivations
The choice to establish a new crypto token for real-time trading of data assets between
federated data spaces and marketplaces in the i3Market platform, was made to overcome the
boundaries of individual marketplaces and build a trust-working environment, one of the keys
to establishing a single European data economy.
In particular, the problems solved by the adoption of the token as a currency (like the use of
the blockchain in our non-repudiable protocol), are:
•

to exchange value in a peer-to-peer manner, without the need for someone in between

•

to make sure that ownership is transferred and that information about the exchange
cannot be tampered with.

This is extremely disruptive for the market because information is decentralized and the control
is distributed among all network marketplaces, thus avoiding the designation of an impartial
central intermediary. Decentralized communities provide certainty of identity, certainty of
provenance and the smart contracts, like the treasury smart contract designed here, provide
certainty of execution ("if I pay with tokens, I get value in return") in the network.
In summary, crypto token provide a transparent, cost-efficient and fast payment solution and
will be used to incentivise data providers to offer their data assets, and thus accelerate the
European data economy. Moreover, the solution will be designed in a way that the
participating data spaces and marketplaces can also use the tokens as internal payment
medium, thus facilitating adoption and avoiding internal frictions in the network marketplaces.

8.2 i3-MARKET Main Technical contributions
The main technical contributions of the work done in this deliverable with regards to the stateof-the-art, are the design and development of an ad-hoc blockchain-based non-repudiation
protocol and the design of a crypto token solution based on the concept of “distributed
treasury” to allow and trust the real-time trading of data assets among federated data spaces
and marketplaces.
The designed non-repudiable protocol described in chapter 4.1, instead of relying on trusted
third parties for storing the non-repudiation evidence information, uses the Hyperledger Besu
blockchain deployed on the I3Market nodes where preserves both the Proof of Origin and
Proof of Receipt of the parties involved. This is to ensure two things: one is that the information
sent cannot be denied, for example a DC has sent a message to a DP, so DC cannot deny the
behavior. The other is that the recipient of the information cannot be denied. Similarly, DP has
sent a message to DC, but DC cannot claim that it has not received this message. In this sense,
the blockchain guarantees both the non-repudiation of information and the non-tampering
of data by the parties involved.
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The tokenization component and the cryptographic token flow have been designed to support
all the different interactions between the subjects of I3Maket, namely Data Marketplace, Data
Provider and Data Consumer. To enable the trading of assets among the I3Market network
marketplaces, a custom flow has been designed consisting of four different phases (described
in chapter 4.2) which, starting from the mint of the token from a Data Marketplace, allow it to
be used as a mean of payment for data and to trace the path up to the return to the original
marketplace, where it is burned. In particular, the use of the token in these phases enables
payments that are easy to make, reliable, safe, verifiable both within and between
marketplaces, and allows correct management to differentiate the tokens issued by different
marketplaces.

8.3 Future Work
As future works, for the Tokenization the implementation of the Treasury's smart contract must
be completed, at this point the solution design has been finalized but unit and integration
tests must be performed on the methods of the smart contract and on the integration of the
different token flows. Moreover, an external support library must be developed to interact with
the methods of smart contracts and to manage token and fiat money transfers with traceability
of payments.
As regards Micro Payments, only the process with sequence diagrams has been studied and
defined, it is necessary to carry out a design and feasibility study on the technology to be
adopted for the use of the payment channels and to implement the library that will manage
micro payments.
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Appendix A - State of the Art
This chapter reports the evaluation of SOTA technologies identified for the implementation of
the i3-MARKET Data Monetization building block.

8.4 Tokenization
Tokens can virtually represent anything in Ethereum, from reputation points in an online
platform, skills of a character in a game and lottery tickets till financial asset bond to a real
good like a share in a company, a fiat currency, a gold ounce and so on.

8.4.1 ERC20 token
The ERC-20 introduces a standard for Fungible Tokens, in other words, they have a property
that makes each Token be exactly the same (in type and value) of another Token. For example,
an ERC-20 Token acts just like the ETH, meaning that 1 Token is and will always be equal to all
the other Tokens.
The ERC-20 (Ethereum Request for Comments 20), proposed by Fabian Vogelsteller in
November 2015, is a Token Standard that implements an API for tokens within Smart
Contracts. It provides functionalities like to transfer tokens from one account to another, to
get the current token balance of an account and also the total supply of the token available
on the network. Besides these it also has some other functionalities like to approve that an
amount of token from an account can be spent by a third party account.
If a Smart Contract implements the following methods and events it can be called an ERC-20
Token Contract and, once deployed, it will be responsible to keep track of the created tokens
on Ethereum.
FUNCTIONS
function name() public view returns (string)
function symbol() public view returns (string)
function decimals() public view returns (uint8)
function totalSupply() public view returns (uint256)
function balanceOf(address _owner) public view returns (uint256 balance)
function transfer(address _to, uint256 _value) public returns (bool success)
function transferFrom(address _from, address _to, uint256 _value) public returns (bool success)
function approve(address _spender, uint256 _value) public returns (bool success)
function allowance(address _owner, address _spender) public view returns (uint256 remaining)
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EVENTS
event Transfer(address indexed _from, address indexed _to, uint256 _value)
event Approval(address indexed _owner, address indexed _spender, uint256 _value)

8.4.2 ERC1155 token
ERC1155 is a novel token standard which combines some of the principles and functionality
of previous standards (ERC20, ERC721, ERC777) to create a fungibility-agnostic and gasefficient token contract.
The distinctive feature of ERC1155 is that it uses a single smart contract to represent multiple
tokens at once. The _id argument contained in each function’s argument set indicates a specific
token or token type in a transaction.
We can see the differences from ERC20’s and ERC777’s in the balanceOf function of this
standard. This function includes an additional id argument for the identifier of the token that
you want to query the balance of. This is similar to how ERC721 is designed, but in that
standard a token id has no concept of balance: each token is non-fungible and exists or
doesn’t. The ERC721 balanceOf function refers to how many different tokens an account has,
not how many of each. On the other hand, in ERC1155 accounts have a distinct balance for
each token id, and non-fungible tokens are implemented by simply minting a single one of
them.
This approach leads to massive savings for projects that require multiple tokens. Instead of
deploying a new contract for each token type, a single ERC1155 token contract can hold the
entire system state, reducing deployment costs and complexity.
FUNCTIONS
constructor(uri_)
uri(_)
balanceOf(account, id)
balanceOfBatch(accounts, ids)
setApprovalForAll(operator, approved)
isApprovedForAll(account, operator)
safeTransferFrom(from, to, id, amount, data)
safeBatchTransferFrom(from, to, ids, amounts, data)
_setURI(newuri)
_mint(account, id, amount, data)
_mintBatch(to, ids, amounts, data)
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_burn(account, id, amount)
_burnBatch(account, ids, amounts)
_beforeTokenTransfer(operator, from, to, ids, amounts, data)

8.5 Micro Payment
A micropayment is a financial transaction involving a very small sum of money and usually one
that occurs online. While micropayments were originally envisioned to involve very small sums
of money, practical systems to allow transactions of less than US$1 have seen little success.
One problem that has prevented the emergence of micropayment systems is a need to keep
costs for individual transactions low, which is impractical when transacting such small sums
even if the transaction fee is just a few cents.

8.5.1 State channel
State channels are a very broad and simple way to think about blockchain interactions which
could occur on the blockchain, but instead get conducted off of the blockchain, without
significantly increasing the risk of any participant. The most well-known example of this
strategy is the idea of payment channels in Bitcoin, which allow for instant fee-less payments
to be sent directly between two parties. Below is a list of some of the State Channel Projects.
Moving these interactions off of the chain without requiring any additional trust can lead to
significant improvements in cost and speed. State channels will be a critical part of scaling
blockchain technologies to support higher levels of use.
The basic components of a state channel are very simple:

Figure 18: A 2 way state channel
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Part of the blockchain state is locked via multi-signature or some sort of smart contract, so
that a specific set of participants must completely agree with each other to update it.
Participants update the state amongst themselves by constructing and signing transactions
that could be submitted to the blockchain, but instead are merely held onto for now. Each new
update “trumps” previous updates.
Finally, participants submit the state back to the blockchain, which closes the state channel
and unlocks the state again (usually in a different configuration than it started with).
If the “state” being updated between participants was a digital currency balance, then we
would have a payment channel. Steps 1 and 3, which open and close the channel, involve
blockchain operations. But in step 2 an unlimited number of updates can be rapidly made
without the need to involve the blockchain at all — and this is where the power of state
channels comes into play, because only steps 1 and 3 need to be published to the network,
pay fees, or wait for confirmations. In fact, with careful planning and design, state channels can
remain open almost indefinitely, and be used as part of larger hub and spoke systems to power
an entire economy or ecosystem.

8.5.2 Side Chains
A sidechain is a separate blockchain that is attached to its parent blockchain(mainchain) using
a two-way peg.
In other words, you can move assets to the sidechain and then back to the parent chain.

Figure 19: Sidechain
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The two-way peg enables interchangeability of assets at a predetermined rate between the
parent blockchain and the sidechain. The original blockchain is usually referred to as the ‘main
chain’ and all additional blockchains are referred to as ‘sidechains’. The blockchain platform
Ardor refers to its sidechains as ‘child chains’.
A user on the parent chain first has to send their coins to an output address, where the coins
become locked so the user is unable to spend them elsewhere. Once the transaction has been
completed, a confirmation is communicated across the chains followed by a waiting period for
extra security. After the waiting period, the equivalent number of coins is released on the
sidechain, allowing the user to access and spend them there. The reverse happens when
moving back from a sidechain to the main chain.

8.5.3 Federations
A federation is a group that serves as an intermediate point between a main chain and one of
its sidechains. This group determines when the coins a user has used are locked up and
released. The creators of the sidechain can choose the members of the federation. A problem
with the federation structure is that it adds another layer between the main chain and the
sidechain.
Sidechains are responsible for their own security. If there isn’t enough mining power to secure
a sidechain, it could be hacked. Since each sidechain is independent, if it is hacked or
compromised, the damage will be contained within that chain and won’t affect the main chain.
Conversely, should the main chain become compromised, the sidechain can still operate, but
the peg will lose most of its value.
Sidechains need their own miners. These miners can be incentivized through ‘merged mining’,
whereby two separate cryptocurrencies, based on the same algorithm, are mined
simultaneously.
Here is a list of some of the Sidechain Projects compatible with Ethereum technology.
-

Plasma

-

POA
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